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Lying in bed, beginning to stir, I’ve wrapped myself tightly feeling cosily warm. My alarm clock rapidly 
buzzes, and there’s a gentle breeze against my face that must have snuck through my slightly ajar 
window. All at once, my senses seem more alive, my nose is exploding with many smells, with the 
sweet scent of pollen, and I taste the nectar of blooming flowers dancing in the air. Fluffiness 
envelopes me; no matter how much I wriggle, I can’t escape it. The buzzing intensifies and I feel the 
vibrations amongst the sounds of tooting and quacking, yet I don’t recall my clock making any of 
these strange noises.  
 
Curiously, I fling open my eyes, and immediately shut them tight…confusion overwhelms me. I have 
no idea what I’ve just seen. Cautiously, I squint, seeing lots of huge eyes and fluttering wings in a 
mass of gold and black.  The vibration is deafening now that I am fully awake. Beyond, I spy a light 
and aim for it; I’m jostled left, right, up, down; suddenly I burst out into the dazzling sunlight. I catch 
my reflection in a dewdrop hanging from a leaf, as the weight of the dew overcomes the droplet, it 
plummets to the floor, it dawns on me… I have been transformed into a BEE!  
 
Flabbergasted, I begin to zigzag, hurtling towards the ground like a kamikaze pilot, I’m willing my 
wings to flutter, but go nowhere but down, I’m doomed! Suddenly, I find myself zooming, almost 
crashing into a tree. Desperate to see myself properly, I spy a puddle. My reflection confirms it… I am 
a bumblebee, a Bombas Lucorum! Two huge eyes dominate my head with three smaller ones atop. 
I’m covered in feathery-like fur stripped yellow and black with a white bum. Wahay!! I’m a bee, a white 
tailed bumble bee! In my excitement, I follow the sweet scent on the breeze and nose dive into the 
wild flower meadow,  I emerge smothered  in pollen, my hairy face covered.  
 
Mesmerised from the fragrance in the meadow, I feel in a trance as I stare at the beautiful coloured 
flowers. Lazily resting on a petal, which wobbles under my weight, I watch in fascination at a bee, as 
large as a king marble, arrives at the hive and begins to waggle in a figure of eight as more bees 
emerge from the entrance. The bees instinctively head to the flowers heavy with pollen. I follow and 
bounce from flower to flower, like I’m on a trampoline, and soon become ladened with  more pollen. I 
head back to the hive along with the other bees, to store our amber gold. Then off I go again,  
foraging for more sweet nectar from the flowers in the meadow, continuing til the sun started to set. I 
head back to the hive, rested, full, happy to sleep.  Who knows what I’ll transform into tomorrow, but 
for know I’m happy being a bee, a busy bee! 


